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Myst-style game that uses an adventure-plotline to direct the playerÂ . .
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little. MystiCraft is a Myst-style game that uses an adventure-plotline to

direct the playerÂ . . MystiCraft is a Myst-style game that uses an
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We May Not Know What It Is We Do, But We Must Do It: Mutually Assured
Demise 2018-05-16 12:44:45 We Were The Drivers Of This World. We

Have To Be Ourselves Post-Descartes, you know that you do not know any
more than you actually know. This is the sense of knowing according to

Kant: . It is a knowledge, not an object; though there are things outside it
(for example the aesthetic sense). Why this object of knowledge should

be inside us, we do not know. Why the sensual world seems to us valid as
the logical one and, even more, why one thinks that it is true is a question
that we cannot solve. But this is not the most important point. It is curious
that we never think that we could not know or that we cannot know. But

we do not know that we know. Why? What we do not know is the meaning
of knowing. We can see that we do not know it. Kant says, in other words,
that we are "cognizing" "but not cognizing" (this is clear in Kant himself).

However: do we really know? Do we really know what we "actually" know?
Could we not be deceived and could we not have an illusion of knowing? If

we could, in this way, decide to know something, we could not, or we
could not refuse to decide it? Maybe "we could not"? But knowing

something "itself" is, for us, a singular act which is missing. Perhaps we
could "decide" to know something "if we really know it, we actually know

it"; if we cannot "decide to know something", it means that we do not
"know it" but we have "seen it". And that we do not know is a direct

consequence of this: we could not decide to know something "itself". It is
a "singular act"; it is not possible for a "singular act" that it be able to

"know something". That a
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